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Positive IBW Drill Results Indicate Sizeable & 
Robust Imminent Resource Update 

April 4, 2023 

EMO announced drill results from 15 additional holes at Romanera & 7 holes 
from Infanta. 

ROMANERA DRILLING: 

Robust, shallow central zone could support quick payback:   

• Drilling to date indicates a potentially robust high grade zone of shallow 
mineralization starting less than 100 m from surface. 

• We est. a wtd. avg. grade in this zone of 16.3% ZnEq at +20 m avg. 
interval width, including 3.15 g/t Au & 98.5 g/t Ag or almost 3x historic 
avg Au grade and +54% vs historic Ag grade. 

• Based on the drill tested dimensions, we think there could be 1.3 – 2.0 
Mt at ~14% – 16% ZnEq in this shallow zone that could be accessible early 
in the mine life as the development ramps into the deposit. 

• If this is the case, we believe it will support a short payback, and robust 
& compelling project economics. 

• Latest drill intercept from this zone incl.  

− LR115 returning 32.6 m at 16% ZnEq (with 5.13 g/t AuEq in Au & Ag) 
from 138.9 m down hole, incl. 3.5 m at 21.7% ZnEq (with 8.4 g/t AuEq in 
Au & Ag) 

− LR067 returning 13 m at 8.6% ZnEq in Lower Lens & 2.2 m at 19.31% ZnEq 
Upper Lens 

− LR081 returning 28 m at 9.93% ZnEq in Lower Lens & 7.5 m at 4.38% 
ZnEq Upper Lens. 

Step out drilling demonstrates continuity outside historic footprint: 

• Drill hole #101 is one of the westernmost holes (~300 m outside historic 
footprint) and intercepted high grade mineralization over narrow width 
from 450 m below surface, returning 1.8 m at 15% ZnEq (with 2.03 g/t 
AuEq in Au & Ag).  This was the only step out hole to the west that hit 
mineralization in today’s update. 

• Step-out on the east side incl. hole #76 returning 6.3 m at 11.8% ZnEq 
(incl. 2.6 g/t AuEq in Au & Ag); #93 returning 4.5 m at 17.2% ZnEq (incl. 
4.4 g/t AuEq in Au & Ag) – both ~50 – 75 m step-outs to the east. 

• One of the easternmost intercepts previously reported (#55) incl. 4.9 m 
at 11.3% ZnEq (with 2.3 g/t AuEq in Au & Ag) in a ~150 m step out. 

Upcoming maiden resource could surprise to the upside:   

• Overall, drilling is demonstrating strong continuity over a ~600 m strike 
length, a vertical extent of ~350 – 400 m and excellent mineable widths 
of ~15 m  supporting a robust resource potential of +15 Mt at ~10% 
ZnEq at Romanera with a wide, high grade zone comprising ~2 Mt at 
+14% ZnEq at shallow depths.  
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• We think the resource update expected in Q2/23 will demonstrate 18 – 20 Mt at +10% – 12% 
ZnEq combined across Romanera (14 – 16 Mt at ~10% ZnEq) & Infanta (3 – 4 Mt at +20% ZnEq). 

• In our opinion, the drill results from Romanera are pointing to upside based on the higher than 
expected precious metal grades that should drive resource growth from within the historic 
resource footprint.  We est. Au grades of +43% vs historic and Ag +10% vs historic. 

• In addition, if the latest deep drilling results (incl. 28.3 m at 12.8% ZnEq) can be pulled into the 
database for the upcoming update, the resource could surprise to the upside with a potential 
vertical extent of ~500 m. This remains contingent on sufficient amount of drilling at depth for 
resource estimation. 

Infanta Drilling Confirming High Grade Potential 

• Infanta deposit is located about 7.0 km east of La Romanera. 

• It has 2 mineralized blocks, separated by a thrust fault (North and South Blocks), characterized 
by zinc, lead, silver, and copper bearing massive sulphide mineralization. 

• Historic drilling defined a resource of 0.8 Mt at ~26% ZnEq at Infanta within just the South Block 
over a ~600 m strike length and down to ~120 m depth. 

• EMO has drill tested the deposit down to 350 m depth and over 1.4 km strike with the best 
intercepts coming from central portion over a ~700 m strike. 

• Significant highlights from today’s update: 

• IN067 South Block:   

− 6.5 m at 25.52% ZnEq from 108.2 m down hole 

− 5.3 m at 40.95% ZnEq from 149.2 m down hole 

Comparable to Major Development Projects 

Our est. 18 – 20 Mt for IBW would compare well with Foran (~C$845 MM mkt cap), Adriatic (~C$940 MM 
mkt cap) and slightly smaller than our estimate, 24 Mt, for Arizona Metals’ upcoming resource (~C$500 
MM mkt cap).  Despite the comparable size, EMO currently trades at a mkt cap of ~C$185 MM, which is a 
significant discount and indicates potential for material re-rate as EMO’s valuation catches up to peers’ 
once the IBW resource is announced in the next few weeks. 
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Figure 1: EMO Project Comps 

 
Source: Company Reports; Clarus Securities Inc. 

Figure 2: Romanera Drilling 

 
Source: Company Reports; Clarus Securities Inc. 
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Figure 3: EMO Comps 

 
* Select Peer Group is based on comparable Zn contribution to global resource, favourable location for 
development and favourable permitting environment 

(1) We cover AMC-TSX.V with a SPECULATIVE BUY rating and a target price of $10.00 per share 

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, Clarus Securities Inc. 

Price Target Calculator: Our 12-month target price is based on a 0.5x combined NPV5% of IBW and 50% 
of Aznalcollar. We also account for in-situ valuation for ~17 Mt at ~16% ZnEq valued at C$0.07/lb ZnEq at 
IBW & Aznalcollar (50%) to account for the estimated resource that is not included in our mine model. In 
addition, we account for corporate adjustments, including our long-term debt assumption and ITM 
options and warrants. 

Key Risks to Target Price: Please refer to the risks disclosed in the initiating report dated July 23, 2021. 
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Within the last 24 months, Clarus Securities Inc. has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities of this company. 
Within the last 24 months, Clarus Securities Inc. has received compensation for investment banking services with respect to the securities 
of this company. 

General Disclosure 

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Clarus Securities Inc. (“Clarus Securities”).  Clarus Securities is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Clarus Securities Holdings Ltd. and is an affiliate of such. The reader should assume that Clarus Securities or its affiliate may 
have a conflict of interest and should not rely solely on this report in evaluating whether or not to buy or sell securities of issuers discussed 
herein.   

The opinions, estimates and projections contained in this report are those of Clarus Securities as of the date of this report and are subject to 
change without notice.  Clarus Securities endeavours to ensure that the contents have been compiled or derived from sources that we 
believe are reliable and contain information and opinions that are accurate and complete.   However, Clarus Securities makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, in respect thereof, takes no responsibility for any errors and omissions contained herein and 
accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of, or reliance on, this report or its contents.  Information may be available 
to Clarus Securities or its affiliate that is not reflected in this report.  This report is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or 
sell any security. No part of this report may be reproduced or re-distributed without the written consent of Clarus Securities. 

Conflicts of Interest  

The research analyst and/or associates who prepared this report are compensated based upon (among other factors) the overall profitability 
of Clarus Securities and its affiliate, which includes the overall profitability of investment banking and related services.  In the normal course 
of its business, Clarus Securities or its affiliate may provide financial advisory and/or investment banking services for the issuers mentioned 
in this report in return for remuneration and might seek to become engaged for such services from any of such issuers in this report within 
the next three months.  Clarus Securities or its affiliate may buy from or sell to customers the securities of issuers mentioned in this report 
on a principal basis.  Clarus Securities, its affiliate, and/or their respective officers, directors or employees may from time to time acquire, 
hold or sell securities discussed herein, or in related securities or in options, futures or other derivative instruments based thereon.   

Analyst’s Certification 

Each Clarus Securities research analyst whose name appears on the front page of this research report hereby certifies that (i) the 
recommendations and opinions expressed in the research report accurately reflect the research analyst’s personal views about the Company 
and securities that are the subject of this report and all other companies and securities mentioned in this report that are covered by such 
research analyst and (ii) no part of the research analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly, related to the specific 
recommendations or views expressed by such research analyst in this report. 

Equity Research Ratings 

Buy:  Attractively valued and expected to appreciate significantly from the current price over the next 12-18 months. 
Speculative Buy:  Expected to appreciate significantly from the current price over the next 12-18 months. Financial and/or operational risk 
is high in the analyst’s view.  
Accumulate: Attractively valued, but given the current market price, is expected to appreciate moderately over the next 12 -18 months. 
Hold:   Fairly valued and expected to trade in line with the current price over the next 12-18 months. 
Sell:  Overvalued and expected to decline from the current price over the next 12-18 months.  
Under review:  Pending additional review and/or information. No rating presently assigned. 
Tender: Company subject to an acquisition bid: accept offer. 
A summary of our research ratings distribution can be found on our website.  
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Clarus Securities’ Equity Research is available via our website and is currently distributed in electronic form to our complete distribution list 
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